PROCEDURE:


2. LOCATE THE KIT ELECTRONICS PLATE ASSY. REMOVE AND REPLACE THE JAMMA HARNESS WITH THE ONE PROVIDED WITH THE ADDER KIT. INSERT PRE-TERMINATED JAMMA PINS (AUDIO OUTPUT) INTO JAMMA EDGE CONNECTOR AS LABELED.

3. ASSEMBLE ELECTRONICS PLATE INTO PCB PLATE WOOD MOUNT PN 601-00039-01 IN ORIENTATION SHOWN.

4. MAKE NECESSARY CONNECTIONS TO GAME CABLE (LABELED) A/D INPUT, SPEAKERS, TEST SERVICE, BUTTON/LAMPS, MOTOR, TRANSFORMER, SHIFTER, WOOFER (SEAT), STEERING POT, POWER SUPPLY.

5. INSTALL THE WOODEN PC SHELF AND PC. REFER TO PAGE 14-19 OF CONVERSION KIT MANUAL.

6. USE THE AC Y-CABLE ADAPTOR HARNESS TO CONNECT AC CONNECTION TO PC, MON, COOLING FAN. USE AC ADAPTOR 810-00100-01 AS NEEDED FOR CERTAIN POWER SUPPLIES.

7. IT IS IMPORTANT TO MAKE SURE THAT THE ORIGINAL CABINET COOLING FAN IS WORKING TO PREVENT PC FROM OVERHEATING! REFER TO PAGE 20-21 ON HOW TO INSTALL 12VDC FAN IF NEEDED.
NOTE: THIS ADDER KIT PROVIDES THE NECESSARY WOODEN BRACKETS & ADAPTOR HARNESS WHICH WILL ENABLE THE OPERATOR TO CONVERT A WORKING RUSH THE ROCK GAME USING A STANDARD DRIFT KIT. PLEASE REFER TO THE DRIFT KIT MANUAL FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONVERSION KIT CONTENTS AND GENERAL INSTRUCTION. ONLY INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO RUSH THE ROCK CONVERSION WILL BE COVERED BY THIS DOCUMENT.

RUSH THE ROCK ADDER KIT CONTENT:

(1) JAMMA HARNESS PN: 810-00095-03
(2) AC Y-CABLE PN: 810-00101-01
(3) AC LINE IN ADAPTOR PN: 810-00100-0
(4) PCB PLATE WOOD MOUNT PN: 601-00039-01
(5) PC SHELF (TOP) PN: 601-00041-01
(6) PC SHELF (BTM) PN: 601-00042-01